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extensive use of word play, ring composition and even invention,
Plutarch and Suetonius his most famous contemporaries among the
biographer set were doing likewise in their own compositions. Since
that is undoubtedly true, it is about time that the historical content of
these diverse literary sources is considered with the equal reserve and
equal respect. Much is frequently made of the weaknesses inherent in
a biographical work, but the Annals and the Histories are similarly suspect in terms of factual content. That is not to say that any of these
great works are diminished, it is merely that the historian of the 21st
century must look at all forms of literature in antiquity with a diVerent
eye, and seek other answers though always towards the same result as
the answers sought of sources for later epochs. W. writes of this and
more: “. . . ancient and modern historiography are two quite diVerent
things. Because we use the same word ‘history’ . . . we tend to imagine a continuous tradition of historiography . . . Yet nothing could be
more dangerous. What we ought to be doing is approaching ancient
historians as the writers of literature which they are. They should be
compared with Latin poets . . .” (pp. 17-18), “Tacitus’ technique . . . may
sound scandalous to the majority of his modern readers, who evidently
still regard him as a faithful historian, but that is because they fail to
take account of the way in which ancient historians wrote history”
(p. 81).
This very readable collection of papers, now endowed with a satisfactory index (pp. 249-255), will be much employed in future studies
of Tacitus’ Annals; all the more so since this volume has brought together
this important theme under one roof.
Pretoria, University of South Africa

Richard J. Evans

1) W. (p. 182 n. 57) refers to C.B.R. Pelling’s Life of Antony (Cambridge 1988),
in another context but not to the useful observations regarding compositional
problems encountered by writers, in this case Plutarch, in antiquity, 31-36.

C. De Simone, I Tirreni a Lemnos. Evidenza linguistica e tradizioni storiche. Firenze, Olschki, 1996. 117 pp. Pr. Lit. 50.000.
De Simone defends in this book the thesis that the eastern Tyrrhenians,
from whom we have the Lemnos inscription, were Etruscans who came
from Italy. The standard view is that the Lemnos inscription, which has
a language closely related to Etruscan, is a testimony of the Tyrrhenians
in their original homeland from which a part migrated to Etruria.
Apart from other reasons he thought he had found decisive evidence
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in a name on a loom weight which recently became known. He read
LATITA, and thought that LA was a  rst name (Laryai?), and considered that TITA was a name related with Lat. Titus. As this name
was taken over in Etruscan from the Italic languages, it would prove
that the Tyrrhenians from Lemnos had come from Italy. Apart from
problems of detail, the whole idea became impossible when it appeared
that the inscription had to be read in the other direction: ATITAS
(with s instead of l ). In a reaction De Simone (1997) still defended his
reading, but a glance at the inscription on the object makes it evident
that the latter reading is the correct one. For this case De Simone
again proposed the possibility of reading a  rst name A with a family name TITA, but the whole can be explained diVerently; a similar
inscription Atitas has been found in Athens. In his book he treats a
few other forms of the Lemnos inscription but these are very complicated and can hardly be used as decisive evidence. (A short survey of
the inscription can be found in Beekes-Van der Meer 1991, 92 f.)
De Simone criticizes me for assuming (Beekes 1993) that Etruscan
and Lemnian derived from a Proto-Tyrrhenian. What he means is that
Lemnian could as well be just a dialect, a recent oVspring of Etruscan.
The problem is that the Lemnos text contains, beside six names, 15
words, of which  ve are cognate with Etruscan: sialxvis—Etr. sealxls
‘60’; avis—avils ‘year’; sivai—zivas ‘he lived’; maras —maru ‘a magistrate’;
and see hereafter. So there is not much to base exact reconstructions
on. Steinbauer in his review (1999) points out that Lemn. mav may
continue the original numeral (‘four’ or ‘ ve’) from which Etr. muvalx
‘40’ or ‘50’ is derived, whereas Etr. max developed from (*)mav. This
cannot be reconciled with De Simone’s idea that the Tyrrhenians came
to Lemnos, from Italy, about 700 B.C. In general the fact that so
many words have no correspondences in Etruscan rather points to a
long separation of the two languages.1)
De Simone further protests against the possible connections of Etruscan
with the Greek substratum language(s). Of course, every suggestion
must be thoroughly investigated, and this is not easy as we know so
little about all the languages concerned. Nevertheless, it is sometimes
obvious to do so. E.g. Gr. prætaniw must be compared with Etr. puryne,
epryni ‘(he was) a magistrate’. The question is what the relation was.
It is certain that the Greek word is a loan from (a non-Indo-European)
language in Greece; and (some of ) these languages were spoken in Asia
Minor, where we  nd the Tyrrhenians. One possibility is, then, that
the Etruscan word comes from the same language from which Greek
took it. Other aspects too make us look to Asia Minor. The presence
versus absence of e- in the word just given (and in Etrusci versus Tuscus)
may be compared with material in Asia Minor: Furnée (1972, 376 )
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compares Lycian esedepl mi against Sedeplemiw. Again, Etruscan has case
endings added to case endings, e.g. -le < * -la-i, a genitive ending followed by a dative (locative) ending. Lubotsky drew my attention to the
new Carian inscripton from Kaunos which has ot2onosn, an accusative
of a genitive (‘ƒAyhnaÝon’; cf. Frei-Marek 1997, 35). It may be objected
that there is no material in the west that could be compared with Etruscan,
but that does not diminish the interest of the eastern comparisons.
Half of the book is devoted to ancient traditions (39-84). In this context he discusses two names.
For PelasgoÛ he accepts (p. 49) an etymology of Françoise Bader.
This etymology is bizarre. The name would be Indo-European, but
not Greek, *pelh2-g-sko- ‘migranti’. This root/stem is impossible. We
have *pelh2- ‘anstossen, sich nähern’ (Pok. 801; Gr. pel‹zv) and 2.
*plˆk/g- ‘schlagen’ (Pok. 832; Gr. pl®ssv, perhaps also pl‹zv). The
 rst has no forms with velar, the second has no form with *pel- and
cannot have it. Pokorny 831 still gives a root 1. *plˆk-, *pel6g- ‘breit
und  ach ausbreiten’, but the latter form is based only on p¡lagow
‘sea’ of which the etymology is uncertain. Further the etymology supposes a Greek sound law, -gsk- > -sg- (as in mÛsgv). A Greek sound
law combined with a non-Greek form (necessary because -sko- is not
found in Greek) is quite improbable. The meaning assigned (Fr. ‘errer’;
Ital. ‘migrare’) is mainly based upon plan‹omai, which has a quite
diVerent structure. So this is a completely unacceptable concoction. It
is made even worse when pelargñw ‘stork’, which is explained from
*pelago-argñw ‘errante-rapido’(!), is said to be identical (sic Bader) with
the word pelasgikñw. The variant pelargikñw rather points to variation in a non-Indo-European word, which is what we expect of names
of ancient peoples (the Pelasgians are often called the oldest inhabitants of Greece). The sequence -sg- is not frequent in Greek, and found
in words, like f‹sganon, which are probably of substrate origin. The
comparison with the Pelagñnew in Macedonia, which is largely accepted,
shows another variant, without s. These phenomena are known from
substrate words, see Furnée 1972, 299 and 305.
Another question regards the name Tursˆnoí. It is known that the
suYx of this form was at home in the North East of the Aegean. De
Simone  nds this problematic as the term was  rst used of the Western
Tyrrhenians (the Etruscans), while the Eastern Tyrrhenians were called
at that time Pelasgians. Also, there is the question that the use of the
term for the western and the eastern Tyrrhenians implies that the Greeks
would have recognized their identity. (At least this is what I understand. A diYculty with the book is that the author often does not make
clear what he wants to say. He also often adds theoretical considerations which do not make the matter simpler. As it concerns questions
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that are well known to his colleagues, he could have stated them in a
few words.) Now De Simone suggests that the name was coined by
the Greeks in the West. He adduces the name Kapri®nh ‘Capri’ as
evidence for its use in the West. I don’t think that this is enough to
make his suggestion probable: As the Tyrrhenians are found in North
West Asia Minor, and as this is also the area where the suYx -ˆnoi is
at home, it is most probable that the name arose here. The problem
of the identity remains.
The mention of the Pelasgians brings us to a further point. De
Simone goes far in discussing the use of this name, but he does not
reach any new results. As is known, the matter is very complicated. It
seems that sometimes the term is used for Tyrrhenians, but it is not
clear when and where.
If the Tyrrhenians on Lemnos are Etruscans (who came there at a
not very early date), are there indications for their arrival? Homer
mentions on Lemnos the Sinties, but no Tyrrhenians. The Sintians are
generally considered as Thracians. In historical times we  nd the
Tyrrhenians, who were driven oV around 500 by Miltiades. Does this
prove that the Tyrrhenians arrived after Homer’s time?
Herodotus (I 57) says that the Lemnian ‘Pelasgians’ came from Attica.
This is mostly rejected as political propaganda of the Athenians; it
would justify their conquering of the island. However, De Simone thinks
it is a reminiscence of an ‘arrival’ of the Tyrrhenians. Archaeologists
also reckon with it. Beschi (1994) takes the beginning of the  nds of
the necropolis and of the sanctuary in Hephaistia as the time when
the Tyrrhenians arrived on Lemnos. This would be around 700. De
Simone also uses this date. He draws from this an important conclusion: if the Tyrrhenians on Lemnos are a remnant of the people from
which the Etruscans came, it must have been there, on Lemnos, since
time immemorial. What he does not understand, however, is that the
eastern Tyrrhenians can be (the) old inhabitants of this area, but at the
same time be recent arrivals in specic places. We shall return to this below.
Then De Simone discusses ( p. 73) an interesting statement by
Hellanikos (FGrH 4, 71). He says that the Pelasgians (= Tyrrhenians)
arriving on Lemnos, found there the Sinties who lived in harmony
with the Greeks. The statement belonged to his PerÜ XÛou ktÛsevw. This
makes it more trustworthy, I think, as it may contain simple local
knowledge, not in uenced by general theories on the Pelasgians and
other peoples. Also the fact that it does not speak about violent events
but about peaceful developments makes the possibility greater that it
just contains facts. De Simone too stresses that this has the air of reliable evidence. Now the essential thing is that Hellanikos states that the
Tyrrhenians came from Tenedos. De Simone, who on p. 73 estimated
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this as reliable, in his conclusions (p. 89), while repeating his judgement (“narrazione, circostanziato e realistico, con referenti e dati storici
precisi”) says that it is diYcult to believe that this statement (their coming from Tenedos) is true. This, in my opinion, is due to the wrong
‘reading’ of the historical facts by De Simone.
I think it is improbable that the Etruscans, who lived in a rich land,
came to settle in the north of Greece. One might think of trading
posts, but they settled there permanently, and we have no evidence
whatever for trading activity and trading cities. They were generally
known as pirates, and though this often went together with trade, in
this case there is no evidence for trade. And if they founded cities
there, coming from Etruria, we would most probably have heard about
it explicitly.
It is known (and there has been no doubt on these statements) that
the Tyrrhenians also lived in Plakie and Skylake, near Kyzikos. It is
expressly stated that they are õmñglvssoi with the Tyrrhenians driven
from Lemnos who now live in Krestoon on Akte (Hdt. I 57). Now
what is the general picture we get from the Tyrrhenians in Greece?
They are often mentioned as having been driven away, from one place
to another. They were trying to  nd a place to live, and a means to
live. For the latter they became pirates, i.e. they had to steal, to  ght
for their living. This means that they were near their homeland, but
that they were driven out of it. De Simone cannot  t in their arrival
from Tenedos, but in my view this  ts exactly. It is one of the places
they  ed to, from the mainland of Asia Minor. And what is more,
into this picture also  ts their de nitely leaving the lands of their homeland, to Italy . . . It is stated “that some of them [the Tyrrhenians of
Lemnos] joined Tyrsenos, son of Atys, to Italy” (p. 57; Strabo 5, 221).
Also the fact that it is often mentioned that they settled Imbros
together with Lemnos, does not so much seem evidence for more trading posts, but rather for a people looking for a place to live. Further,
the mere fact that the Tyrrhenians are mentioned on so many places,
rather points to a people of old living in the area.
A good parallel is provided by what happened to the Leleges: “these
settlements were associated with the Leleges who were driven from
their homeland in north-west Asia Minor following the destruction of
Troy. Some of them apparently resettled on the Aegean coast . . .,
until they were again displaced by the Ionian migrations and  nally
occupied the peninsula between Myndos and Halikarnassos.” (Bryce
1986, 31). If this is roughly correct, it gives a good impression of what
may have happened also to the Tyrrhenians. We see a people losing
ground before disappearing; but in Italy they found a new life, and a
remarkable place in history.
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It may further be remarked that the advance of Indo-European peoples may have been the, direct or indirect, cause of the movements of
these peoples.
Thus, the direct evidence for the Lemnian Tyrrhenians being Etruscan
colonists, the new inscription from Lemnos, has proven untenable.
There are hardly any other arguments for this thesis. Therefore the
old interpretation that the Etruscans came from north west Asia Minor
stands, and seems now de nitely con rmed by several considerations.
University of Leiden

Robert S.P. Beekes
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1) Hesiod Theog. 1013 mentions two Tyrrhenian kings (apparently in Italy) …Agriow
and LatÝnow, the  rst name of which is a puzzle. Now on the Lemnos inscription
occurs a name Aker. I wonder whether this name was turned into Greek as …Agriow.
Cf. Alexander —ƒAl¡jandrow. As *ƒAgrow was not suitable, it may have been remade
into …Agriow, an existing name (e.g. in Homer).

Walter Donlan, The Aristocratic Ideal and Selected Papers.
Wauconda, Ill., Bolchazy-Carduzzi Publishers, 1999. xviii,
364 p.
The re-edition of Donlan’s The Aristocratic Ideal in Ancient Greece together
with a selection from his articles is welcome. The Aristocratic Ideal was
originally published in 1980, and after twenty years it is still an important contribution to the study of the evolution of ancient Greek society and the classical polis. When it originally appeared, however, the
importance of Donlan’s approach seems to have escaped his reviewers
(Vernière in REG 95 [1982], 181, and Burn in CR, NS 33 [1983],
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